**Notes:**

1. All piping and fittings shall be 1-1/2" SCH 80 PVC socket weld with Viton seals unless otherwise required by components.

2. All dimensions are in inches and are shown for reference only.

---

**Piping Schematic**

**SIGMA SERIES METERING PUMP**

**1 1/2" PVC/VITON WYE-STRAINER**

**1-1/2" PVC BACK PRESSURE VALVE (ADJUSTABLE 0-150 PSI)**

**1/2" PVC/VITON NPT BALL VALVE**

**1 1/2" PVC/VITON NPT BALL VALVE PRODUCT IHE-61**

**2867mL PVC/VITON PULSATION DAMPER**

**TYPE 5 DAE2 PVC VITON FLOW MONITOR**

**2-1/2" 316 SST PRESSURE GAUGE WITH PVC/PTFE ISOLATOR (0-160 PSI)**

**1/2" PVC/VITON NPT FLUSH PORT**

**1/2" PVC/VITON RELIEF VALVE (ADJUSTABLE 0-150 PSI)**

**10000mL PVC CALIBRATION COLUMN**

**BLACK UV PROTECTED PP STAND**